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ABSTRACT
Most systems of Automatic Language Identification are
based on phonotactic approaches. However, it is more
and more evident that taking other features (phonetic,
phonological, prosodic, etc.) into account will improve
performances. This paper presents an unsupervised
phonetic approach that aims to consider phonological
cues related to the structure of vocalic and consonantal
systems.
In this approach, unsupervised vowel/non vowel
detection is used to model separately vocalic and
consonantal systems. These Gaussian Mixture Models
are initialized with a data-driven variant of the LBG
algorithm: the LBG-Rissanen algorithm,
With 5 languages from the OGI MLTS corpus and in a
closed set identification task, the system reaches 85 %
of correct identification using 45-second duration
utterances for male speakers. Using the vowel system
modeling as a complement to an unsupervised phonetic
modeling increases this performance up to 91 % while
still requiring no labeled data.

1. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, Automatic Language Identification
(ALI) was a marginal domain of automatic speech
processing. The times are changing and today, it raises
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less to phonetic units. Though this approach achieves
the best results, it seems that increasing performances
necessitates to consider additional features (especially
phonetic ones).
Obviously, if these features have been neglected for a
while, it is because they are not so easy to exploit in
ALL. Efficient phonetic modeling, based mainly on
Hidden Markov models (HMM) used to require a
consequent amount of hand-labeled data for training.
Unfortunately, this kind of data is expensive to acquire
and it is available only for a few languages (6 in the
Multi Language Telephone Speech database from OGI
[5]). Consequently, phonetic based systems were
limited to these 6 languages. Fortunately, HMM reach
today better performances and enhanced capacity of
adaptation while requiring less and less hand-labeled
data: phonetic modeling becomes a competitive
approach and reaches good results [6].
Exploiting both phonetic and phonotactic cues is a very
efficient approach, but we think that it may be
significantly improved by taking phonology in
consideration, especially for languages where no
labeled data are accessible. For such languages, we
propose to emphasize the structure of their phonological
systems. This approach consists in two steps:
- splitting the speech utterance in segments
corresponding with natural sound categories
(vowels, fricatives, etc.) and then
to
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Next section will describe briefly the two systems (a
global segmental model or GSM and a Phonetic
Differentiated Model or PDM) which are used in the
experiments. Each model is then described in details
(Sections 3 and 4). Experiments on the OGI MLTS
database are reported in Section 5. We discuss the
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performance and the perspective of such approaches in
the conclusion paragraph.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS
Two systems have been implemented for these
experiments.
In the first one, all the utterances of a given language
are segmented, gathered and modeled by a single
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) evaluated in a cepstral
space. This Global Segmental Model (GSM) is partially
similar to the simplest model proposed by M. Zissman
in [4] and is used as a reference system.
The second model is an extension of the first one, but it
is designed to test the hypothesis that the structural
information on the vowel system of each language can
be modeled to identify it. A vowel detection algorithm
is used to split the segments gathered for each language
in 2 categories: vowel and non-vowel. For each
language, one GMM is subsequently evaluated from
each set: a Vowel System Model (VSM) and a
Consonantal System Model (CSM) though non-vowel
segments can not be exactly considered as consonants
(vowel transitions may also be labeled as non-vowels).
The choice of the vowel/non-vowel distinction is based
on both linguistic and acoustic considerations: from a
linguistic point of view, vowel system typologies are
available for a few years [8]. Additionally, the
homogeneous structure of the vocalic acoustic space
provides a good framework to investigate structure
modeling,
Both systems take advantage from an a priori
segmentation algorithm [9]. It provides variable length
segments by detecting ruptures in the statistical
structure of the speech signal. This way, a duration
information is provided for each sound before any
additional modeling.

L* = arg max [Pr( LijO)]= arg max [ Pr( OjLj)Pr( Li)]
Pr( 0)
I1i5NL
l5ihNL

L* = arg max

3.1 Statistical framework
Let L = {L,, L 2,..., LNL} be the set of NL languages to
identify; the problem is to find the most likely language
L* in L, given that the effective language is really in this
set (closed set experiments).
Let T be the number of segments in the spoken
utterance and 0 = {o0, 02,...OT} the sequence of
observation vectors. Given 0 and using Bayes' theorem,
the most likely language L* according to the model is:

(1)

Additionally, if a priori language probabilities are
assumed to be identical, one gets the equation:
L* = arg max [Pr(LiIO)]= arg max [Pr(OIL1i)]
I<i<NL

(2)

I51i<NL

Under the standard assumptions, each segment is
considered independent of the others, conditionally to
the
indepedel. Finally
to
the language model. Finally, L is given in the loglikelihood spaceby:
a
x[
Prk
)]
L*=argmax
=
logPr(ok14(3)
I<-i<NL k=l
For each language Li, a GMM is trained with the set of
speech segments. The EM algorithm is used to obtain
the maximum likelihood parameters of each model [11].
This algorithm presupposes that the number of the
mixture components, Qi, and initial values for each
Gaussian probability density functions are given; in our
system, the LBG [12] and/or the LBG Rissanen
algorithms [13] fix these parameters. During the
recognition, the utterance likelihood is computed with
the speech segments according to each languagespecific model.
3.2 GSM Implementation
The training procedure consists in the following
processing:
An a priori segmentation provides steady and

3. GLOBAL SEGMENTAL MODEL
The idea of modeling all the sounds of a language in a
single model is not new. It has been first proposed in
the 80's and M. Zissman has implemented it in [4]. The
goal is to model the phonetic space of each language
rather than each phone. The advantage is that it does not
require any knowledge on the allophones for each
language. Unfortunately, it tends to be less
discriminative than a phone modeling approach.
However, taking the duration provided by the a priori
segmentation into account may enhance the
performances as it is used to in speech recognition [10].

[Pr( OILi) Pr( Li)]

1i!5 N L

*
.

transient segments.
A speech activity detector is applied to discard
pauses.
A cepstral analysis is performed on each segment.
One GMM per language is estimated with the set of
language dependent observations.

Note that, unlike most acoustic-phonetic decoders, the
cepstral analysis is performed on variable length
segments rather than on constant duration frames; the
segment duration is added to the observation vector.
The same acoustic processing is applied during
recognition, and the language is identified via a
maximum likelihood computation of the utterance
according to the language dependent models.
3.2.1 Segmentation and speech activity detection
The segmentation is provided by the "ForwardBackward Divergence" algorithm [9], which is based on
a statistical study of the acoustic signal. Assuming that
the speech signal is described by a string of quasistationary units, each one is characterized by an auto
regressive Gaussian model; the method consists in
performing an on line detection of changes in the auto
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regressive parameters. The use of this segmentation
partially removes redundancy for long sounds, and a
segment analysis is very useful and relevant to locate
coarse features.
The segmentation is followed by a Speech Activity
Detection in order to discard pauses. Each segment is
labeled "silence" or "speech"; long silences (longer than
150 ms) are considered as non-speech and subsequently
discarded.
3.2.2 Cepstral analysis
A set of 8 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) and 8 delta-MFCC characterize each segment.
Cepstral analysis is performed using a 256-point
Hamming window centered on the segment. This

4. PHONETIC DIFFERENTIATED
MODEL
In the PDM approach, language independent vowel
detection is performed prior to the cepstral analysis. The
detection locates segments that match vowel structure
according to an unsupervised language-independent
algorithm [15]. For each language Li, a Vowel System
GMM, VS,, (respectively a Consonantal System GMM,
CS1) is trained with the set of detected vowel segments
(resp. non-vowel segments).
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speaker normalization.
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3.2.3 GMM Modeling
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The LBG algorithm [12] elaborates a partition of the
observation space by performing an iterated clustering
of the learning data into codewords optimized according

to the nearest neighbor rule. The splitting procedure
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may be stopped either when the data distortion variation
drops under a given threshold or when a given number
of codewords is reached. This last procedure has been
used in our experiments.
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* Initializing GMM with the LBG Rissanen algorithm
The LBG-Rissanen algorithm is similar to the LBG
algorithm except for the iterated procedure termination.

Before splitting, the Rissanen criterion J(q) [13, 14],
function of the size q of the current codebook is
computed from the expression:
J(q)=Dq(X)+2p.q.loj1ogN)

During the identification phase, the utterance is
processed the same way, and its likelihood is computed
according each language model using the speech
segments. According to equation (3), the maximum
likelihood rule is applied,

Decision Rule
Mergintica

(4)

In this expression, Dq(X) denotes the log-distortion of
the training set X according to the current codebook, p
the parameter space dimension and N the cardinal of X.
Minimizing J(q) results in the optimal codebook size
according to the Rissanen information criterion. We use
this data-driven algorithm to determinate automatically
the optimal number Qa of Gaussian pdfs for each
language.
3.2.4 Recognitionprocessing

Consonant System

Vowel System

" Desion,Rule

"
Figure 1 - Block diagram of the Phonetic Differentiated
Model system. The upper part represents the acoustic
preprocessing and the lower part the language dependent
Vowel and Consonant-System Modeling.
4.1 Statistical framework
Let T be the number of segments given by the
segmentation in the spoken utterance and 0 = (ol,
o2,... OTI be a sequence of observation vectors. Each
vector ok consists of a cepstral vector Yk and a macroclass flag ck, equal to 1 if the segment is detected as a
vowel, and equal to 0 otherwise. In order to simplify the
formula, we note ok=[yk,ck).
Since (ck) is a deterministic process, the most likely
language computed in the log-likelihood space is given
by:

L7 = argmaxIf
I1•,N

,logPr(ykjVS,)1 +[ •logPr(ykl CSi)lj (5)

IL.c=1

I Lc l=
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4.2 PDM Implementation
Vowel detection is based on a spectral analysis
algorithm. It is language independent and no training
procedure is required.
To train the VS and CS models, the procedure is the
same as the one used for training the GSM. The EM
algorithm is combined with an initialization, by the
LBG algorithm or the LBG-Rissanen algorithm.
In recognition phase, the utterances are processed the
same
way. It provides
two sets
observations
and non-vowel
segments).
Forofeach
language,(vowel
two
andelnonowel
a egoments).accordig tthe Vlang two
likelihoods are computed, according to the VS and the
CS models. The maximum likelihood rule is applied to
the overall likelihood (computed according to equation
5).

5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Corpus description
The OGI MLTS corpus [5] has been used in our
experiments. The study is currently limited to 5
languages (French, Japanese, Korean, Spanish and
Vietnamese). The phonological differences of the vowel
system between these languages have motivated the use
of this subset [8]. Spanish and Japanese vowel systems
are rather elementary (5 vowels) and quasi-identical.
Korean and French systems are quite complex, and they
make use of secondary articulations (long vs. short
vowel opposition in Korean and nasalization in French).
Vietnamese system is of average size.
The aim of this corpus is to estimate the discriminative
power of vowel system modeling with either close
phonological VS or different ones, when salient features
are available (e.g. nasal vowels),
The data are divided into two corpora, namely the
training and the development sets. Each corpus consists
in several utterances (constrained and unconstrained),
There are about 20 speakers per language in the
development subset and 50 speakers per language in the
learning one. There is no overlap between the speakers
of each corpus. The identification tests are made with a
subset of the development corpus, called '45s' set, since
45s is the mean duration of the utterances.
5.2 Global Segmental Model
Several acoustic analyses and the two procedures of
initialization have been assessed with the GSM system.
Preliminary experiments have shown that considering
the segment duration always improves performances.
With 5 languages, the correct identification rate raises
86 % using the classical LBG algorithm initialization
with the codebook size constrained.
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Figure 2 - Correct identification rate as a function of the
GSM model topology. Dash bar corresponds with GSM
initialized by LBG-Rissanen and plain bars with LBG
algorithm (the a priori codebook size is displayed).
These results are obtained with 50 Gaussian laws for
each language. The LBG-Rissanen algorithm is quite
inefficient (see Figure 2). It does not handle correctly
with the complexity of the global acoustic space and it
is trapped, resulting in ineffective codebook sizes
smaller than the expected ones (see Table 1).
5.3 Phonetic Differentiated Model

To assess the VS models, a first sequence of
experiments has been performed: the most likely
language L* is computed according to the VS models
and non-vowel segments are discarded. When using the
LBG algorithm, the best result is 67 % of correct
identification (with 20 Gaussian components by VS
model). Using the LBG-Rissanen algorithm to estimate
the optimal size of each VS GMM is more efficient
since the identification rate reaches 78 % (Figure 3).
Remembering that only vowel segments are used (i.e.
less than 10 seconds per utterance), this result shows
that the VSM coupled with the LBG-Rissanen
algorithm is able to correctly capture the structure of the
vowel systems unlike what happened with GSM.
Codebook sizes determined by LBG-Rissanen are
significantly higher and the joined performances are
much better for VSM than for GSM (see Table 1).

LFrn•ntch Japanese
GSM
IVSM
_CSM'

I

IKoean I Spanish

15

12

2

20

29

24

23

22

22

23

24

Vietnam'ere'
1C

21
5

27

Table 1: Language-dependent model size given by LBGRissanen algorithm as a function of the parameter set (global,
vocalic or consonantal).
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respectively 85% and 86% of correct identification
(Table 2).

80o
70

VSM
78

260

OSM
78

85

PDM

ý6

G7"

Table 2: Identification scores with all languages among 5
languages (45s male utterances).
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Figure 3 - Correct identification rate as a function of the
VSM model topology. Dash bar corresponds with VSM
initialized by LBG-Rissanen and plain bars with LBG
algorithm (the a priori codebook size is displayed).
5.3.1 Consonantsystem modeling
The same kind of experiments has been performed to
sed
re used
C moels sgmets
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Non-vowel
assess the CS models.
performance
best
The
utterance).
per
(about 25 seconds
has resulted from the initialization of the GMM with the
LBG algorithm: 30 Gaussian models reach 78 % of
LBG-Rissanen
correct identification (Figure 3). The
algorithm has provided less discriminative models than
those of constant size: consonant segments are
acoustically more heterogeneous than vowel segments.
Therefore, the consonant parameter space is much more
complex than the vowel space and the LBG-Rissanen is
unable to deal with it, similar to its behavior with the
GSM.

In order to see if the information extracted from the
signal by the two approaches is redundant or
complementary, another sequence of experiments is
performed to merge the different models. Scores
provided by the considered models are combined and
the maximum score is selected.
The best performance is reached when the GSM system
and the VS model system are merged: identification rate
among 5 languages raises from 86 % to 91 % (see
Figure 5). The combination "CS model-GSM" does not
to
seemsthe
information
consonantal
we merge
the results:
ones. When
with GSM
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5.4 GSM and PDM Comparison

Figure 5 - percentage of correct identification according to
the models. Dash bars correspond with systems resulting from
merging.
The improvement of performance when using VSM as a
complement to GSM is statistically significant.
Additional experiments have been done to investigate if
it is due to the redundant use of the vowel segments
(resulting in a double weight with respect to
consonantal segments) or if the VSM brings additional
information. They confirm that the improvement is not
an artifact of the weighting factor applied to vowel
segments. Thus, the structure of the vowel system is a
discriminative feature that is complementary to global
phonetic modeling.
Additional experiments have been done with 3
languages, in order to compare with systems proposed
in the literature. The figure 6 shows the results for the
male part of the test corpus and for the global test set.
The mean results are respectively 93.3 % and 86.4 %.

As the previous experiments have shown, no significant
differences, in term of identification rate, arises between
the PDM and GSM approaches since they reach

This last result must be compared to the 84% obtained
by 0. Andersen [16] and 91% by S. Kadambe [17]. In
these systems, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and n-
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Figure 4 - Correct identification rate as a function of the
CSM model topology. Dash bar corresponds with GSM
initialized by LBG-Rissanen and plain bars with LBG
algorithm (the a priori codebook size is displayed).
5.3.1 PhoneticDifferentiatedModeling
The previous CS and VS models are combined to give
the PDM approach (equation 5); The best system
merges the VS model initialized by the LBG Rissanen
algorithm and the CS model initialized by the classical
LBG. 85 % of correct identification is reached.
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Figure 6: Identification rate for a 3 language identification task, and the '45s' test set. (in light, the test is limited to the male
speaker set, while in dark, both male and female speakers are considered). Note that the models have been trained only with
male speakers.
gram models have been used to model respectively the
acoustic space and the phonotactic level,

6. CONCLUSION
This work proves that a significant part of the language
characterization is embedded in its vowel system: vowel
segments seem to be highly discriminative since the
same level of performance is reached with vowel
system modeling and consonantal system modeling
though the consonantal duration is twice the vocalic
duration in the utterances. Moreover, vowel system
modeling using the LBG-Rissanen algorithm provides
additional identification cues that are not exploited in
the global segmental model (GSM). Thus, merging of
the GSM and the VSM shows that extracting and
modeling this information is possible and efficient.
The interest of the differentiated modeling approach is
actual, and many advantages of the use of acoustic
modeling in homogeneous spaces may be pointed out:
Minimum Description Length algorithms (like
LBG-Rissanen) are able to handle with the
structure of the acoustic-phonetic system.
A better discrimination is reached inside each
model.
The parameter space can be adapted to the
characteristics of the acoustic class that is modeled
We will complete the notion of differentiated model,
by introducing different model structures (GMM,
HMM) and different acoustic parameters dependent of
the phonetic classes (occlusive, fricative, et al). Then, to
compare this approach to the classical ones, it will be
necessary to complete our system with a phonotactic
model, appropriate to our own acoustic projection.
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